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Why this webinar? 

The Dinti lhac classif ication (2005)
- not a f ixed set of rules
- soft law
- flexible?

Principle of ful l  compensation

Confl ict  between principle of 
equality between victims (same 
damage = same compensation) and 
principle of individualisation of the 
compensation 
➢ (Datajust project)

Aim: to reach the best possible 
compensation for your cl ient in the 
English court,  applying French law



Dintilhac classification:
Direct victims NON-FINANCIAL LOSSES

Temporary (before consolidation)

1) Temporary functional incapacity (DFT)

2) Suffering endured (SE)

3) Temporary cosmetic damage (PET)

Permanent (after consolidation)

4) Permanent functional incapacity (DFP)

5) Permanent cosmetic damage (PE or PEP)

6) Loss of amenity / loss of a particular leisure or activity

7) Sexual damage (PS)

8) Loss of chance to have a family life 

9) Professional impact (IP)

10) Permanent exceptional damage 

11)  Evolving disease

FINANCIAL LOSSES

Temporary (before consolidation)

12) Past medical expenses (DSA)

13) Past loss of earnings (PGPA)

14) Miscellaneous expenses, inc. Past care and assistance 

Permanent (after consolidation)

15) Medical expenses 

16) Future loss of earnings (PGPF) – [& Professional Impact - IP]

17) Future Care and assistance

18) Adaptation to home

19) Adaptation to vehicle

20) Damage to education, university and professional training
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1.1 Permanent functional 
incapacity / impairment (DFP)

➢Method using the point value

➢3 aspects of the DFP in Dintilhac:
• The functional impairment 

(AIPP/GTP/DFP – rate set by expert)

• The permanent (post-consolidation) 
physical and psychical suffering

• The troubles in the living conditions

1. Developments in the methods of 
assessment of some heads of loss 



1.1 Permanent functional incapacity 
/ impairment (DFP)

➢Why is the point value method not 
satisfactory?

➢What other methods?
• Add something for SE and troubles in 

living conditions

• Increase the point value, or the %

• Work out a daily rate, adding up for the 
past and capitalising for the future

1. Developments in the method of 
assessment of some heads of loss 



1.2 Capitalising non-financial losses

Permanent functional incapacity
Loss of amenity
Cosmetic damage
Moral damage of surviving spouse; sexual damage etc.

Traditionally, compensation by way of a lump sum :  not always 
satisfactory, not individualised enough but also wide discrepancies 
between local courts

Method advocated by practitioners and academics:

• Work out a daily rate 
• For the past (post-consolidation unti l settlement/judgment):  

daily rate x number of days
• For the future :  Capital isation for l i fe,  using appropriate multipliers



1.2 Capitalising non-financial losses

Example:

*DFP: TJ Vannes 14 Jan 2022: rate set by expert 8%. 

Method of point value not used. Instead: daily rate of €32 x8% x 
multipl ier for l i fe 
-> much higher amount than if  point value used – victim 21y old



1.3 Professional impact (IP)

➢‘Catch all’ head of loss : “peripheral effects of the damage affecting the professional sphere (…) 
including depreciation on the labour market, loss of opportunity, increased arduousness, social 
devaluation, pension loss etc.”

➢Lump sum traditionally

➢Recent method to calculate ‘arduousness’ (when victim can work but it is much more 
difficult) (F Bibal; now seen in some cases): the ‘mathematical method’

• Consider that the arduousness in a job represents a part of the salary. 
• If the arduousness increases after the accident, work out the part of the salary that 

represents that extra arduousness: daily or annual amount (‘rate of professional impact’)
• Capitalise it using appropriate multiplier 
• This is not double compensation with a loss of earnings, as it compensates something 

else 
• Ex. TGI Quimper 24 Nov 2020: DFP 23%, rate of IP: 25% of the salary



1.3 Professional impact (IP) (cont’d)

➢Social devaluation: essentially when victim can no longer work at all

➢Court of cassation’s jurisprudence has varied a lot over last 10 years, but now seems 
stabilised (C Cass, 2e Civ 6 May 2021, no. 19-23173 and 20-16428)

➢Still compensated by way of lump sum

➢Example: CA Paris, 21 June 2018: €100,000 IP for loss of social aspect of work (in 
addition to loss of earnings) – victim aged 56 with a DFP of 100%

➢+ possibility to cumulate a lump sum for disadvantage on labour market and loss of 
chance of promotion (€50,000) + the mathematical method for the arduousness : 
TGI Thionville 30 July 2018, no. 11/00968



2. Cour de Cassation 
25 March 2022
(2 cases)

Case no. 20-15.624

• Young man stabbed;  d ied of  h is  in jur ies  a  
few hours  later,  being  consc ious  of  h is  

imminent  certa in  death .

• Quest ion:  ‘ i s  the anguish  of  imminent  death 
part  of  ‘suffer ing  endured’  ( Dint i lhac ,  
temporary non -f inancia l  loss)  or  can i t  be 
subject  to  a  separate award of  damages?

• Previously  conf l ic t ing case law ->  Chambre 
Mixte

• Upheld  the dec is ion of  the court  of  appeal  
which had made two separate awards

➢ Pple of  fu l l  compensat ion (no loss  or  ga in)  
➢ ‘Anguish  of  imminent  death’  now conf irmed 

as an autonomous head of  loss



Case no. 20-17.072

• Terror ist  attacks  in  Nice Ju ly  2016;  fata l  in jur ies .  
C la im by  indirect  v ict ims ( par r icochet )

• Cf.  heads of  loss  for  indirect  v ict ims:  essent ia l ly  
moral/bereavement  damage (pré jud ice d’af fe ct ion )

• Quest ion:  D id  the ‘wait ing  and worry ing ’  for  four  
days between the attack  and the knowledge of  
the death of  their  loved -one const i tute a  
separate compensable  head of  loss  (or  is  i t  to  be 
inc luded and somewhat  d issolved in  the ‘moral  
damage’)?

• Case referred to  Chambre Mixte :  conf irms the 
autonomy of  the ‘wait ing  and worry ing ’  loss

➢ Both cases  are  now ‘precedents ’  that  lower 
courts  must  fo l low

2. Cour de Cassation 
25 March 2022
(2 cases)



Evolution in favour of 
victim’s rights

➢ ANADOC vs AREDOC

➢ French law on assessment of damages (essentially 
Dintilhac) offers a lot of flexibility (soft law, creative 
power of courts)

➢ Tenacity and creativity of victim’s lawyers to get things 
moving for their individual client and for compensation of 
personal injury generally 

➢ Not fixed tariffs or mathematical formulae



3. Further illustrations by Solenn Le Tutour

4. Conclusion: practical tips for you to optimise your case
questions and discussion


